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IV. Research
My research is focused on the classification of integrable evolutionary PDEs under the action of various coordinate transformations, and
the applications of the corresponding classification theorems to other areas in mathematical physics, such as Gromov-Witten invariants theory,
singularity theory, and so on.
In 2001, Dubrovin and Zhang developed an axiomatic approach to
the relation between semisimple Gromov-Witten invariant theory and integrable hierarchy theory. They proposed to study the classification problem of semisimple bihamiltonian structures under the action of Miura type
transformations.
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In 2005-2006, we showed that the equivalence class of a semisimple bihamiltonian structure modulo Miura type transformations is uniquely determined by its leading term and a collection of one-variable functions. We
named these functions the central invariants of the bihamiltonian structure. Our result gives the uniqueness part of the classification problem.
Then it is natural to ask the existence part: given a bihamiltonian structure of hydrodynamic type and a collection of one-variable functions, does
there exist a deformation of this bihamiltonian structure with those functions as its central invariants?
The uniqueness part is solved by computing the corresponding bihamiltonian cohomologies. The existence part also corresponds certain
bihamiltonian cohomologies, which are very diﬃcult to compute. We tried
to solve the existence problem by using reciprocal transformations, which
are a kind of coordinate transformations that not only transform dependent variables but also transform independent variables. Reciprocal transformations may destroy the locality of Hamiltonian structures. To resolve
this problem, one must develop a general theory of nonlocal Hamiltonian
structure. In 2011, we managed to give such a theory for a special kind of
reciprocal transformations. The resulting geometric structure is a generalization of the Jacobi structure in the finite-dimensional Poisson geometry,
so we named it the Jacobi structure for partial diﬀerential equations. We
also proved a Darboux theorem for these Jacobi structures.
The theory of Jacobi structures is not enough to prove the existence
theorem, but, when developing the theory, we learned many interesting
facts about the infinite jet space of the odd cotangent bundle of a manifold,
which are very useful for the computation of bihamiltonian cohomologies.
In 2013, we developed a new framework for the existence problem, and
proved that the existence theorem is true for the bihamiltonian structure
of the KdV hierarchy. In 2015, Carlet, Posthuma, and Shadrin proved
the existence theorem for general semisimple bihamiltonian structures by
using our framework and some other computation techniques. So the
classification problem proposed by Dubrovin-Zhang is entirely resolved
now.
In 2007, Fan, Jarvis, and Ruan introduced the FJRW theory, and
proved the ADE Witten conjecture, which states that the partition function of FJRW theory for an ADE singularity is a tau function of the
corresponding Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchy. It is natural to expect that the
similar statement should be true for BCF boundary singularities and the
corresponding Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchy. In 2008, we computed the central invariants of the bihamiltonian structures for Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchies. These central invariants are proportional to the square of lengths
of the simple coroots of the corresponding simple Lie algebras, which implies that the Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchies of BCFG type can never be
equivalent to a cohomological field theory, so our result gave a negative
answer to the above problem. In 2015, we give the correct construction of
the FJRW theory for BCFG type, which is a partial cohomological field
theory, and proved the corresponding Witten conjecture.
Recently, motivated by another more general classification program,
we began to study Hodge integrals and the corresponding integrable hi2

erarchies. In 2015, we construct such an integrable hierarchy for Hodge
integrals of each semisimple cohomological field theory, and find many
interesting conjectures for the simplest case with the help of computer
programs. In particular, we find a conjectural relation between a kind of
special cubic Hodge integral and the Volterra hierarchy. Then Dubrovin
and Yang extend this conjecture to include the Gaussian unitary ensemble model as the third part. We proved these conjectures in 2016, and
then find its generalization for all special cubic Hodge integrals. The integrable hierarchy appearing in this generalization seems new, so we name it
the Fractional Volterra Hierarchy, since it can be regarded as a fractional
generalization of the Volterra hierarchy.
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